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Children might play differently with their toys

AUTISM IS A SPECTRUM

WHAT IS AUTISM?

Autistic people have different autistic
characteristics

Some might have difficulty with sensory information
such as lights, sounds, textures & tastes

Some Autistic people may or may not speak

Autistic adults & children might have movement
differences

Autistic people engage in self-stimulatory behaviour
to help them stay calm or regulated



The question, what would you like to see from South Africans for autism
awareness and acceptance month? 
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The messages on the previous 2 pages are all from learners from the Sisu Hub who
use spelling to Communicate as their method of communication. 

Language and speech have been identified as being in two different parts of the
brain. We also know, that speech is motor. In fact, most forms of communication
require some form of motor control. We are beginning to learn and understand that
more often than not, autistic people have apraxia. 
This means that they have difficulty with movement – including the movement of the
mouth, tongue, and lips, to form words. This does not mean that this population
does not understand language, it also does not mean that this population does not
have language. 

 
Autistic people, both speaking and nonspeaking, understand language, and 
they have language. This is why we are no longer using the terminology 
nonverbal – it is simply not true. 

Autisitc people are not nonverbal or minimally verbal, they are nonspeaking,
minimally speaking or unreliably speaking. 
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NONSPEAKINGNONSPEAKINGNONSPEAKING
nonverbal = 

non + verbal in Latin,
means without words

Autistic people who 
don't speak. have words &

language.
They just have difficulty with

speaking those words . 
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We urge every single South African who is involved in the autism community to please 
stop using functioning labels in autism. High functioning and low functioning labels 
are harmful to the autistic community. 

High functioning does not give a true idea of the support an individual might require, often
individuals who are labelled as high functioning are expected to cope regardless of the
situation – this can have disastrous effects on that person. We see masking and eventual
autistic burnout. 

Low functioning is just as damaging. We are learning from individuals who were 
classified as low functioning that they are in fact highly intelligent! This label harms 
this population, as they are underestimated and often placed in facilities that do not 
presume they are competent. 
In addition to the above information, it is important to note that the Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual – the DSM V also uses support levels and no longer refers to 
functioning levels. 

We urge each of you to pledge that from now on, you will rather use the term support 
needs when trying to support an autistic person. And to also bear in mind that 
support needs will differ each day. We don’t all always have the same level of 
functioning every day. We also don’t always require the same level of support every 
day. 

   BE AWARE THAT FUNCTIONING LABELSBE AWARE THAT FUNCTIONING LABELSBE AWARE THAT FUNCTIONING LABELS   

ARE HARMFULARE HARMFULARE HARMFUL   
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Say No to 
functioning labels

All Autistic people require
acceptance, support and love
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The transition from school to work or post-school education 
Employment support 
This might include training the employer and colleagues 

Helping to put support and reasonable accommodations into place to ensure that the
autistic employee has the best opportunity to succeed 
Consultations with medical professionals to ensure adults have access to a 
 professional for diagnosis and support 
Meeting with government, as currently there are no government facilities  available for
an adult diagnosis 
Consultation with the adult autistic community to ensure that we are respectful of the
community. 

 Over the last couple of years, Autism South Africa has seen an increase in the number 
of adults seeking a diagnosis as well as support for themselves. Yet, we have not seen 
the support for adults increase. 
During the early months of 2022, Autism South Africa met with other organisations and
individuals (including autistic adults), to begin a campaign to start advocating for 
supports for autistic adults in South Africa. 
The envisaged outcome of this collaboration is to begin the process of ensuring the following
support is available: 

   ADULTS ALSO NEED SUPPORTADULTS ALSO NEED SUPPORTADULTS ALSO NEED SUPPORT   
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NUTRITIONALNUTRITIONALNUTRITIONAL    
REQUIREMENTSREQUIREMENTSREQUIREMENTS

Some of the chal lenges faced by parents are that  aut ist ic chi ldren may require a
special ised diet  as part  of  their  t reatment.
 
Gut and Psychology Syndrome (GAP Syndrome or GAPS) is a condi t ion establ ishing
a connect ion between the funct ions of  the digest ive system and the brain.  This term
was coined by Dr Natasha Campbel l -McBride, MD, MMedSci (neurology),  MMedSci
(human nutr i t ion) in 2004 af ter  working with hundreds of  chi ldren and adul ts wi th
neurological  and psychiatr ic condi t ions,  such as aut ist ic spectrum disorders,
at tent ion def ic i t  hyperact iv i ty disorder (ADHD/ADD), schizophrenia,  dyslexia,
dyspraxia,  depression, obsessive-compulsive disorder,  b ipolar disorder and other
neuro-psychological  and psychiatr ic problems.

The col lect ive bacter ia that  reside along the GI t ract  is  referred to as your gut
microbiome. Cl in ical  research cont inues to reveal  how signi f icant the heal th and
funct ion of  the gut f lora are to every physiological  act ion in the body including
metabol ism, digest ion,  nutr ient  product ion and absorpt ion,  neurotransmit ter
product ion and transport ,  inf lammation, detoxi f icat ion,  etc.  

Through dietary intervent ion,  targeted supplementat ion,  detoxi f icat ion,  and l i festy le
changes, the nutr i t ional  protocol  is  designed to restore digest ive funct ion,  brain
funct ion,  and overal l  heal th.

Sister Bridget Spargo  at  Balanced Healing  is  a cert i f ied GAPS Pract i t ioner and
can assist  you with developing a personalised Autism Treatment Game Plan.  
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One of the biggest obstacles parents may encounter with the GAPS diet, is the sourcing of the products,
preparation of the meals and all that is needed to support this lifestyle. Here are some links including a
GAPS chef to assist you:

 AUTISM TREATMENT RESOURCES

GAPS Practitioner Details

 
+27 83 653 7470

b@balancedhealing.co.za

www.balancedhealing.co.za
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